
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Sodick - Plustech to Host Connecticut Showcase at Yamazen Inc.

Elk Grove Village, Ill. (August 21, 2023) -- Plustech Incorporated will host an
inaugural partner Showcase at the Yamazen Inc. offices located at 35 Holland Drive, in
Newington, Connecticut, Wednesday August 30th, and Thursday, August 31st, from 10
AM until 4 PM each day. The event will provide attendees with an exclusive opportunity
to experience the latest advancements in injection molding technology, from industry
leaders such as Westfall-Technik, Matsui, UMass Lowell, Foster Corporation and more.

The Sodick-Plustech Showcase will serve as a hub for industry professionals on the
East Coast, where they will be able witness a collaborative demonstration of Sodick's
award-winning, proprietary two-shot V-line™ technology. Attendees will have the unique
opportunity to observe the micromolding precision of the GL30A small Sodick Injection
Molding Machine (IMM) seamlessly interacting with a high-precision Westfall mold.
Sodick also invites guests to “Think BIG,” as they get a taste of Sodick’s large-scale
machines (up to 500+ tons) demonstrating what’s possible for customers when it's time
to take their molding manufacturing game to the next level.

"We're thrilled to bring the Showcase to the Yamazen location in Connecticut," said Len
Hampton, National Sales Manager of Plustech Inc. "This will hopefully be the first of
others in various locations around the country, and will allow us to connect with industry
professionals to share the most up to date advancements,” said Hampton. “By
showcasing our machines and collaborating with our esteemed partners, we aim to
inspire and educate attendees about the transformative potential of Sodick solutions."

The Showcase reinforces Plustech's commitment to meeting the demands of the
injection molding industry and providing exceptional service to its customers. By
expanding its reach and hosting events in strategic locations, Sodick creates
opportunities to engage, network, and explore the possibilities and partnerships in
plastics manufacturing.
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Everyone is invited to attend, but since refreshments will be served, Plustech is
requesting that potential attendees RSVP by emailing
johnmcnamara@plustech-inc.com, or calling 847-490-8130, ext. 1036.

# # #

ABOUT PLUSTECH INC.
Plustech Incorporated is an injection molding machine industry leader that has been
doing business in North America for more than 20 years. Based in a new,
state-of-the-art 138,000 square foot facility in Elk Grove Village, Illinois, Plustech has
made a commitment to delivering the highest quality machines, the strongest technical
support, and the most experienced service team to ensure its customers’ profitability
and competitive edge toward productivity in the high-demand injection molding
manufacturing industry. For more information, visit on the web at www.plustech-inc.com,
or call 847- 490-8130
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